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"TO PUT 'EM
IN MIND OF
HOME"
Piracy and National Identity in
Eighteenth-Century Print Culture
Kathryn Duncan

erhaps the oddest moment in privateer Woodes
Rogers' 1712 account of his voyage around the world
is when he celebrates Valentine's Day with his men.
Rogers writes in his journal, "I drew up a List of the fair Ladies in
Bristol, that were any ways related to or concerned in the Ships, and
sent for my Officers into the Cabin, where every one drew, and drank
the Lady's Health in a Cup of Punch, and to a happy Sight of'em all."'
What are we to make of Rogers celebrating a romantic holiday with his
crew of burly fellow privateers? Rogers provides the answer himself:
"this I did to put 'em in mind of Home" (263). By this point in the
voyage, Rogers had thwarted several attempts at mutiny, moments
where his men clearly had forgotten home,that they were loyal subjects
of Great Britain fighting against the Spanish, that there would be dire,
potentially deadly consequences for their actions. Rogers' celebration
' Privateers were private ships and the men who sailed on them who agreed to fight the enemy
for a share of the captured booty. They operated under a letter of marque from the government
and served as one of the main lines of defense against nations such as Spain and France and
against other groups such as pirates. Woodes Rogers, Cruising Vyage ^und the World (New
York: Dover, 1970), 262-63.
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of Valentine's Day and his ties to home separate him and his men from
their counterparts, pirates.^ For while privateers fought for their
government (and, of course, for personal gain), pirates fought only for
themselves, forgetting home entirely. In fact, his homelessness is what
made the pirate so abhorrent a criminal during the eighteenth century,
something made explicit in "The Tryal of Capt. Thomas Green and his
Crew." The prosecutor tells the jury, "A Pirat (sic) is in perpetual War
with every Individual, and every State, Christian or Infidel. Pirats (sic)
properly have no Country, but by the nature of their Guilt, separate
themselves, and renounce on the matter, the Benefit of all lawful
Societies: They are worse than ravenous Beasts."' This and other trial
accounts use the pirate's homeless stams to define the pirate, but many
depictions of the pirate paradoxically portray him as yearning to return
home, though never quite able to do so successfully. Through this
recurring theme of homelessness and home in works about piracy,
print culture attempted to create a British identity that was so strong
even those who were "worse than ravenous Beasts" desired to return
to their homeland and presented Britain as capable of preventing the
beasts' return.
Pirates, uhUke privateers, did not write accounts of their journeys
since many were illiterate and since doing so would be offering
evidence against themselves. Yet much literature about the pirate
appears in the Golden Age of Piracy, the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries. One obvious reason is a reading public interested
in the pirates' exploits in much the same way it clamored for dying
confessions of land-bound criminals. Another, and for the purposes
of this argument more important reason, comes from this overwhelm
ing silence created by the pirates. Since they did not write their own
stories, which means we can never know the "real" pirate, the pirates'
exploits present an opportunity for writers to manipulate the pirates'
stories to suit their own purposes. The depictions of pirates where they

^ Hans Turley notes, "Unlike the pirate.. .these other seamen were bonded together within the
infrastructure of Engjish society. The maritime world replicated the values that could be found
at home on Ijnd." Rum, Sodomy, andtheluukPiray, Sexuality, andMascuBne Identity
New
York University Press, 1999), 28.
' The Tryal of Thomas Green and his Crew, Bfore the Judge of the High Court ofAdmiralty ofScotland; and
the Assessors cfrpoinud iy the Lords of Prity Council At the Instance of Mr. Alexander Hig^ns Advocate,
Procurator-Fiscal to the said Court, for Piray, Robhey, and Murder. (Edinburgh: Andrew Anderson,
1705), 50.
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long for home but are excluded at one level or another allow writers to
undercut an image of the pirate as romantic or admirable outlaw and
to bolster a sense of nationalism. They.project onto the pirate a
continuing sense of loyalty that his piracy appears to deny, and they
keep the pirate from returning to his country to enjoy his spoils. The
readers of this literature, therefore, sail the seas and enjoy the lawless
ness of the pirates but also witness the pirates' alienation and some
times punishment.'* Print culture works like the execution of pirates
who were left hanging in chains on Execution Dock for all to see since
it publicly punishes the pirate, but it is also able to create reassuring
messages about the power of home and to serve as a lesson against
rampant individualism.
Though historically pirates rejected the ties of tiationalism and
home, the accounts themselves become, in a sense, homes for these
renegades. The Life andA.dventures of Captain John Ave^ (1709), the first
of many accounts about this notorious late seventeenth-century pirate,
uses teUing language to begin thestory of Avery's adventures: "To keep
the Reader no longer from entering into the House, by detaining him
in the Porch, he has nothing to do, but go in and make himself
welcome" and enjoy "homely Entertainment" (2).The preface calls the
story itself a home, a container for Avery and his adventures. The
OED devotes five pages to the various meanings of home.® In every
definition, whether it be a place of dwelling, a place of birth, or even
the grave, the home always is a hounded space. The home always
contains the body within clearly delineated boundaries. While the
historical Avery, as pirate, rejected such boundaries, the author begins
his account by reinscribing them. Within the boundaries of the text,
authors may create the pirate fully immersed in nationalism or easily
repulsed and therefore not a real threat to his country nor a heroic
outlaw worthy of emulation.
Keeping British subjects in mind of home was so important
because so many British subjects no longer occupied what traditionally
For more on the use of criminal narratives to discipline the reading public see Lincoln Faller,
Turned to Account:Tbe'PomsttndFmctwma[Crimnd'Ru^rvplginhate Seventeenth-ondB.ar^'Bi^teetahCentury England (New York; Cambridge University Press, 1987) and Leonard J. Davis, Foaual
Fictions: The Origins of the English Novel (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983).
' Life andAdventures ofObtainJohn Avery (Los Angeles: University of Califomia'Press, 1980). One
definition in the OED significandy calls home, "One's own country, one's native land. Used by
Britons abroad, by inhabitants of (former) British colonies and territories."
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had been home, the British mainland. Nearly a quarter million Britons
occupied the thirteen American colonies by 1700, with an increase to
almost a million by 1750. "In 1750, then, there were more Britons in
North America than in Wales and almost as many as in Scotland"
(150). Taking into consideration all British territory, one historian
estimates as many as fifteen million people "outside the British Isles
lived under the British flag" (145).® Not just colonists left Great Britain
for indefinite or long periods of time since the shipping industry and
efforts to defend it also took a significant number of British subjects
away from home. From 1660 to 1688, England saw almost a doubling
of large ocean-going ships heading to America and India.' British
shipping tonnage more than doubled from 1700 to 1770, with more
than 200 ships, most of them English, working just the tobacco trade
in the 1740s.® Between 1680 and 1780, the army and navy tripled in
size, with the majority of government fimds going to support the navy,
meaning an increase in naval sailors away from home as well. Gregory
King, in his 1688 estimate of the population and wealth of England and
Wales, gauged that there were 50,000 British seamen. To put this
figure in perspective.King calculated that there were 12,000 gentlemen,
60,000 artisans, and 400,000 cottagers and paupers.' And British
seamen were absent for long periods of time. While it is difficult to
generalize, Ralph Davis estimates that the voyage from England to
Virginia took approximately eight weeks, with the ship usually
remaining in port from 80 to 100 working days, so the journey took
sailors away from England for at least half a year. Woodes Rogers'
cruise around the world on the Duke and Duchess took three years,
plenty of time to forget about home.
Colonists and seamen—^particularly privateers—as absent subjects
are important to an understanding of nationalism and the pirate since

'Thomas William Heyck, The Vtopk of the British Isles: A Nev Histo^from 1688-1870 (Belmont
Wadsworth, 1992).
' See Ralph Davis, The Bsse of the En^Bsh Shipping Industry in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
(London: Macmillian, 1962) for fluctuations in trade due tojacobitism, Unionwith Scotland, and
war.
* Heyck, 69.
' See T. S. Ashton An Economic History of England: The Eighteenth Century (London: University
Paperbacks, 1972), 22-23 arid Peter Mathias The First Industrial Nation: An Economic History of
Britain 1700-1914 (London:Methuen, 1983), 24-29 for the statistical problems inherent in King's
table.
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coloniaKsm and privateering were private enterprises that ultimately
were to benefit the state. I believe this is why so many of the texts that
emphasize the pirates' desire to return home are about Avery, who
began as privateer and became colonist upon founding his own colony
in Madagascar after turning pirate. Individuals were given grants to
colonize and establish a proprietary government, so colonization
depended upon individual initiative balanced by allegiance to the state.^"
Concern about maintaining colonial loyalty appears , in the weekly
newspaper The British Journal. In the November 24, 1722 edition,
"Cato" worries that the North American colonies will recognize that it
is in their best interest to break from England and proposes keeping
the colonists involved in trade that is beneficial to both sides in order
to maintain ties between the colonists and home. Clearly, "Cato" sees
that the government must appeal to the self-interest of the colonists,
who are so motivated by individual interest to improve their lot in life
that they are willing to leave home. And history proved his concerns
to be real. Much the same can be said of privateers whose purpose and
actions tied together state and individual interests. We can see this in
Clement Downing's A Compendious Histoiy of the Indian Wars: with an
Account of the Rise, Progress, Strength and Forces of Angria the Pjrate. The
men on Downing's ship, which had been dispatched to rid the area of
pirates, hear that the pirates "were fuU of Riches, which put Vigour and
courage in the heart of every Man and Boy in the whole Squadron.""
By ridding the seas of the pirates, the privateers aid their country, but
the men clearly are motivated by riches, not just a sense of doing
service to Great Britain.
Seamen largely preferred privateering to mercantilism or the navy
because of the sharing of spoils, a system similar to piracy, since sailors
often were paid poorly or not at aU. Rogers' aforementioned problems
with mutiny show how easily privateers forgot home on long, arduous
journeys, but what is more telling is the number of privateers who
chose to renounce home for piracy during times of peace when

*° See Michael Craton, History of the Bahamas (London:Collins, 1962) for a good discussion of this
balance between individual interestand fealty to state in the founding of the Bahamas. For a more
general overview of British colonies and the private initiatives that started them, see Heyck
145-49.
" Clement Downing, A Compendious History of the Indian Wars: vith an Account of the BJse, Progress,
Strength, and Forces of Angria the Pyrate (London, 1737), 91.
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privateering was not an option. Defoe notes this problem in A General
History of the Pyrates, writing that "it is no Wonder that, when an honest
Livelihood is not easily had, they [privateers] run into one so like their
own; so that it may be said, that Privateers in Time of War are a
Nursery for Pyrates against a Peace" (4).'^ The stalwart, loyal Rogers,
who later became governor of the Bahamas and was charged with
stamping out piracy there, clearly was an exception to the rule. Not just
privateers but sailors turned pirate as well since pirates often asked for
volunteers upon capturing ships. Because life on board mercantile ships
consisted of horrid conditions, particularly brutally violent discipline at
times, piracy often appealed to the sailor not steeped in nationalism.
And we must remember that a substantial number of the sailors
roaming the seas were not there voluntarily, having been forced by
press gangs."
The October 6, 1713 edition of the newspaper The 'Englishman
states the necessary assumption behind the successful colony and
privateering venture best; "It is the Duty of every Man, to enquire, in
all his Actions, how the Publick will be affected with the Accession of
Fame or Wealth which he hopes to gain in any new Enterprize. This
should determine him either to pursue it or give up the Undertaking."
Clearly, the loyal privateer and colonist do this; the homeless pirate
does not, which calls attention to tenuousness of the ties between these
absent subjects and the state. The pirate, therefore, becomes a reviled
figure during the eighteenth century because he demonstrates the
" Currently, there is no agreement on whether Defoe is the actual author ofA General History of
the lyrates (Mineola, New York: Dover, 1999), which was published under the name Captain
Charles Johnson. 1 have chosen to keep the traditional attribution to Defoe. For more on this
dispute, see John Robert Moore Defoe in the Vilhty and Other Studies (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1939) and P. N. Furbank and W. R.Owens, TheCanonisation of Daniel Dfoe (New
Haven: Yale University Press,1988). Whether Defoe wroteGeneral Historyor not is not important
to this argument.
" In Under the Black Flag: The Romance and the Reality of Life Among the Pirates (San Diego: Harvest,
1995), David Cordingjy writes, "The overwhelming majority [of pirates] were seamen: a sample
of seven hundred men indicted for piracy between 1600 and 1640 shows that 73 percent
described themselves as mariners or sailors. The proportion was even higher in the 1720s, dunng
the great age of piracy. Marcus Rediker's analysis of the Anglo-American pirates operating in the
western Atlantic and Caribbean at the time shows that 98 percent were formerly seamen in the
merchant service or the Royal navy or had served in privateers" (10). For more on shipboard
violence and press gangs see Marcus Rediket, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant
Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World 1700-1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1987), Clinton V. Black, Pirates of the West Indies (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), Cordingly, and Turley.
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inability of English culture and law to create a loyal subject. Pirates call
attention to the delicacy of the balance between individualism and the
state because pirates represent rampant self-interest, individualism
taken to excess, and abandonment of state.
The pirate was known for his inability to be satisfied; he was
appetitive, always longing for more. While some initiative and ambition
must be present for the private enterprises of colonialism and privateer
ing, the pirate takes this to the extreme, to the point of demonstrating
no loyalty to his fellow pirates. The Grand Pjrate: Or, the Ufe and Death
of Copt. George Cusack the Great Sea-Pobber 'vaiotxas the reader of Cusack's
taking of several great priaes and of his "insatiate desire still thirsting
after more." His greed leads him to trick some of his own men to leave
the ship with a small sum so that he can sail off without them, keeping
their share of the booty for himself." We see a similar moment in Ufe
and Adventures when the men capture the Great Mogul's ship. The
narrator informs the reader, "The Cargo of these Ships was so very
rich, that it even satiated the Appetites of the most covetous of the
Mariners; for above the Value of a Million of Money in Silver and rich
Stuffs, was found therein;" (8) but shordy after this victory and settling
on Madagascar, Avery sets out again for more booty (10). Even
Captain Misson, Defoe's fictional pirate who is the ideal leader of a
supposed Utopian colony in A General History of the Pjrates, endangers
his people because of his inability to be satisfied. Though he claims
only to desire the necessities of life on his island colony, he apparently
ranks the gold and silver currency of other nations among his needs.
And because he cannot stand inaction, Misson continues to go out on
account after the establishment of Libertalia, which is capable of
sustaining him and his men for as long as desired. It is because of
Misson's unwillingness to settle for what he has already and his desire
for more wealth and men that Libertalia is left vulnerable. With the
depletion of large numbers of men from the fortification as they roam
the seas looking for more plunder, Libertalia becomes open to attack
by the natives who completely destroy thecolony and all in it. Inherent
within these depictions of the pirate as ruled by excessive self-interest,
we have a lesson on individualism itself, the dangers that one incurs in
"Tie Grand Pjrate:Or, the Life and Death of Oft.George Cusack the GreatSea-Rohher. WithanAccompt
of alt of his Notorious Pahberies both at Sea andhand. Togethersuith Ms Ttyal,Condemnation, and Execution
(London, 1675), 18.
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being ruled only by self-interest.
Of course, written accounts emphasi2e consequences for the state
of the pirate's rampant individualism even more. A 1696 pamphlet
recounting the trial of six of Avery's men makes this explicit. The
opening speech of the trial highlights the necessity to control piracy:
"For suffer Pirates, and the Commerce of the World must cease, which
this Nation has deserved so great a share in, and reaps such mighty
advantage by: and if they shall go away unpunished, when it is known
whose Subjects they are, the consequence may be, to involve the
Nation concerned, in War and Blood, to the Destruction of the
Innocent English in those Countries, the total loss of the Indian Trade,
and thereby, the Impoverishment of the Kingdom."" The Kin^ of the
Pirates, Defoe's 1720 account of Avery, emphasizes this as well.
Captured Dutch sailors tell Avery about the aftermath of his taking the
Great Mogul of India's ship. The Great Mogul "raised a great army
against the English factories, resolving to root them out of his domin
ions" (66)." In a less material way, accounts about the pirates often
lament another cost to the state, the loss of the pirate's talent for the
advancement of his country. The author of Life and Adventures •wnte.s,
"to speak impartially of this Captain, he had been worthy of a very
great Character, if he had made use of those excellent Qualities, which
he was in an eminent Manner Master of, for the Benefit of his Country,
as he afterwards manag'd them for its Disadvantage" (5) and notes
Avery might have been another Drake or Hawkins. After recounting

the bloody battle that ended Blackbeard's life, Defoe writes in A
General History of the Pyrates, "Here was an End of that courageous
Brute, who might have pass'd in the World for a Heroe, had he been
employ'd in a good Cause" (82).
Because of this desire to recoup the lost energy of the pirate, a
number of accounts depict the pirate as yearning to return home and
make amends because of newly awakened national feeling. Captain
" The Ttyab of Joseph Damson, Edmard Eorseith, William Mtff, WilUam Bishop, James Lewis, and John
Sparkes forseveral Piracies and Robberies fy them committed, in the Compare tf Every theGrand Pirate, near
ttte Coasts of the East-Indies; and several other Places on the Seas. Giving an .Account ef their Villainous
Robberies andBarbarities. At the AdmiraltySessions, b^un at the OldBaily on the 29th of October1696. and
ended on the 6th. of November {Jandoti,1696), 4.
" Daniel Defoe, The King cfthe Pirates: Being an Account iftheFamous Enterprises ofCcftain Avery rvith
Lives if Other Pirates and Robbers. The Works f Daniel Dfoe volume 16 (New Yotk: George D.
Sproul, 1904) xv-86.
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Ward, in a sea ballad recounting his deeds, is a fierce pirate who
sends home the plea: "And if your King will let me come, till I my
tale have told,/I will bestow for my ransome full thirty tun (sic) of
gold.'"^ In L^e and Adventures, though, Avery rules his own colony and
has great power "amidst all the Prosperities of Life.. .the Captain could
not but yearn after a Prospect of his own native Country, and the
Desire of finishing the Remainder of his Days where he first had the
Happiness of seeing the Light" (14). Thanks to this sudden longing for
home, Avery writes a letter to the English East India Company
apologizing for causing England any trouble and offering compensa
tion "provided I may be suffer'd to return Home to my own Country
in Safety, with such Effects as shall be thought needful"(14). Arviragus,
the kingly pirate ruler in The Succesrful Pjrate (1713), a thinly disguised
depiction of Avery, expresses much the same sentiments. After
abdicating to his son,Arviragus expresses his desire of returning home
to England:
Before the Miracles of this blest Day
Ripen'd to view, I had resolv'd to quit
Imperial Sway, and die a private man.
As I was born—And well I hop'd in Britain,
Such strong Desires mov'd me to taste again
The Sweets of native Air—^I thought with Gold,
Gold, (the World's Mistress) to attone my Crimes.'®
AH of these works present the pirate as successful, some with great
power as rulers of their own colonies, and yet the pirates do not feel at
home and wish to return to their roots, England. The original ties to
nation, though temporarily forgotten, rule over the supposedly
homeless pirates, making them willing to renounce piracy and become
loyal subjects once again.
In all three cases, the pirates' advances are repulsed, with overt
nationalism displayed in two. In Life and Adventures, Avery receives no
reply at all to his plea, though after a mutiny attempt by some French

" "The Famous Sea-fight Between Captain Ward and the Rainbow to the Tune of Captain Ward,
etc" JManj/JorgroadBtfAbfltred. C H. Firth (London: Navy Records Society, nd) 30-1.
" Charles Johnson, The Suaesrful Pyrati (}ja% Angeles: Univetsity of California Press, 1980), 61.
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compatriots, Avery arid his men ruthlessly attack aU French ships and
colonies, effectively furthering England's imperial efforts by fightingits
rival. Charles Johnson, author of The Successful Tjrate, ends the action
almost immediately after Arviragus' stated wish for a pardon, with one
of Arviragus' men commenting that gold could never buy him a pardon
since, "in Britannia Strict Justice sways alone" (62). While other pirates
are allowed to return home, as I will explore further, these two
depictions of Avery keep him firmly entrenched on Madagascar
because both Avery and Arviragus are far too kingly to express an ideal
kind of nationalism. Each presents a royal posture with Avery, who
continues to plunder after his plea for a pardon, exercising "Regal
Authority" and Arviragus speaking in blank verse, the marker of the
upper class within the play. Neither recognizes his proper place in
society.
This differentiates them from the ideal colonists created by Defoe
in the chapter on Misson in A General Histoiy of the Pjrates. After the
establishment of Libertalia, one of Misson's men finds a group of
EngUsh pirates who have formed another colony on Madagascar.
These men have created their own government and established good
relations with the natives. No one pirate grasps for more power as the
men elect one leader for a term of only three months. The men rule
themselves in a loose confederacy, and no mention is made of mingling
with natives. Tew, Misson's second in command, asks these men to
join Libertalia in hopes of strengthening it with numbers, but their
leader, the Quartermaster, refuses, saying, "if you will go to America or
Europe, and shew the Advantages which may accrue to the English, by
fixing a Colony here, out of that Love we bear our Country, and to
wipe away the odious Appellation of Pyrates, with Pleasure we'll submit
to any one who shall come with a Commission from a lawful Govern
ment" (435). The Quartermaster then gives Tew a written proposal
extolling the virtues of Madagascar to convince the government that it
should form a colony based on what the pirates have begun. This
proposal, which Defoe creates in detail, greatly resembles the accounts
by privateers, whose works are filled with information useful to sailors
who might follow in their paths and which often extol the virtues of
unconquered lands as possible British colonies. The former pirates,
now colonists, include information on "medicinal and dying Woods,"
the natives, and the soil, noting that a settlement there "would be a
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Curb on Pyrates" (436). Here then is the strongest of nationalidentities
created hy print culture: men humble enough to recognize the need for
a connection to the mother country and wilHng to hand over the work
they have done to a valid government—the government of the home
that they love. They do not wish to enrich themselves hy returning
home with new-found wealth hut rather to increase the wealth of their
mother country hy offering up their hard work. Nationalism, in this
case, is tied to the willingness to leave home, a notion presented inUfe
andA.dventuns\7he.n the writer describes Avery's father, a man so loyal
to his king that he leaves the country during the Civil War. Clearly, this
kind of nationalism where the individual subsumes his own desires with
his country's is key for the successful colony or privateering venture.
The unsuccessful colony forgets its ties to home, as we see in the
chapter on Avery in General Histo^. Avery's men, no longer under his
leadership, remain on Madagascar, populating the island hy "marrying"
as many native women as each desires and controlling the natives hy
fomenting disagreements between the different tribes. Within a few
years, their numbers enlarged thanks to their intermingling with the
natives, the men move away from one another, "divided likeJews, into
tribes," each taking his own extended "family" with him. Defoe writes
with great irony, "And if Power and Command he the Thing which
distinguish a Prince, these Ruffians had all the Marks of Royalty about
them, nay more, they had the very Fears which commonly disturb
Tyrants, as may be seen by the extream Caution they took in fortifying
the Places where they dwelt" (60). This is colonialism at its most
debased, the English sexually mingling with the natives and forming
autocratic bodies of government. Defoe records Woodes Rogers
finding the men upon landing at Madagascar, claiming, "they appeared
the most savage Figures that a Man's Imagination can frame," wearing
only untanned animal hides for clothes and sporting long, shaggy
beards (61). There is nothing recognizably English about these
colonists who choose self-rule and unlike good colonists deny fealty to
a mother country. Though they remain essentially criminal, wishing to
take Rogers' ship to go on account again, they are no longer English,
not even expressing a desire to return home.
The reformed pirate, then, resembles the good colonist or
privateer more than anything else, as we can see in another depiction
of Avery, The King of the Pirates. Unlike Ufe and Adventures and The
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Successful T?yrate, where Avery is depicted as royally among the pirates,
this Avery, in spite of the title, is a plain-spoken sailor who feels
embarrassed when called upon to act outside of his social class. In this
version, when Avery captures the Great Mogul's ship carrying his
daughter (or granddaughter since Defoe calls her both), he does not, as
in the other stories, court her but is socially awkward. Avery records his
discomfort upon meeting Indian royalty, telling his readers, "When I
came in, she rose up, and paid me such respect as I did not well know
how to receive, and not in the least how to return. If she had under
stood English, I could have said plainly, and in good rough words,
'Madam, be easy; we are rude, roughhewn fellows, but none of our men
should hurt you, or touch you;1 will be your guard and protection; we
are for money indeed, and we shall take what you have, but we will do
you no other harm'" (56). Through this speech, Avery makes clear his
position as sailor, not king, and indicates his lack of desire for any
higher stature. Even though he states his wish for the jewels, Avery's
thoughts are of his home, not personal gain in this scene also. When
he takes the Great Mogul's daughter/granddaughter's jewels, he longs
to place them safely "in England, for I doubt not but some of them are
fit to be placed on the king's crown" (60). Avery's refusal of sexual
dalliance and deisre to take the jewelry to England ally him with the
privateer, for Rogers reports that he engaged in the same behavior,
treating the Spanish women on board ships he took with great chivalry.
And, like a privateer who would record his adventures to share with
readers back home, Avery is concerned about his reputation. When he
captures some Dutch sailors, he corrects the story that he ravished the
Great Mogul's daughter/granddaughter since he hears that this rumor
is floating about in England. He asks one of the Dutchmen to clear his
name requesting, "if ever he came safe to England, he would do
Captain Avery, and all of us, justice in that particular case" (68).
We witness such national feeling from Avery throughout King.
When Captain Redhand, Avery's first pirate captain, wants to throw
English sailors overboard after capturing their ship, Avery explains, "I
prevailed with him to give them quarter, and good usage too" (9).
Avery explicidy states this about his fellow Britons but does not repeat
this act for every captured ship; conversely, Redhand seems to make no
distinction between countries since he uses "the Spaniards very civilly"
(13) after showing willingness to destroy his own countrymen. When
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Redhand dies in batde, none of the pirates are upset, which Avery
attributes to their being English, claiming, "So certain it is that cruelty
never recommends any man among Englishmen; no, though they have
no share in the suffering under it" (20). Avery expresses admiration for
the English even as he captures the Great Mogul's ship, noting it was
"full of guns and full of soldiers, and in condition, had she been
managed by English sailors, to have fought two such ships as ours
were" (52). Avery, though pirate, never forgets home entirely.
The narrator attributes the story of his requested pardon from the
government to the captured Dutch sailors since he tells them he would
pay the queen "ten millions" for a pardon and permission to return to
England. The narrator is quick to debunk the rumor that he wrote to
the queen asking for a pardon, but he expresses his earnest desire for
one and to return home: "It is true that had the queen sent any
intimation to us of a pardon, and that we should have been received to
grace at home,we shoidd all have very willingly embraced it; for we had
money enough to have encouraged us all to live honest" (63). The
money that the men have taken serves as their inducement to live
honestly and as a curb to their individualistic striving for power, a
lesson repeated in General Histog where Defoe proposes opening a
national fishery to provide steady employment for sailors, which would
curb piracy.
Because Defoe has presented a less powerful, less kingly, and less
ambitious Avery, the satiated pirate is allowed to come close to
returning home and is partially resociahzed. Avery goes to England
temporarily midway through the narrative only to return, as promised,
to his men on Madagascar. But to fulfill his promise of returning,
Avery must dupe an owner out of his ship and therefore says he "made
himself too public to think any more of England" (46). Yet his desire
to return home coupled with the dwindling number of men at
Madagascar, since they too wish to return, spur Avery on to travel at
least to Europe, if not England, which allows for further patriotic
expression. Avery tells his readers, "the only thing we had now before
us was to consider what method to take for getting home, if possible,
to our own coimtry with our wealth, or at least with such part of it as
would secure us easy and comfortable lives; and, for my own part, I
resolved, if I could, to make full satisfaction to all persons who I had
wronged in England—mean that, such people as I had injured by
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running away with the ship" (59). The narrator writes the second part
of his account in letter form after leaving Madagascar, and it contains
the story of his adventures in traveling to and through Persia disguised
with his friend as an Armenian merchant. More importandy, the
narrator promises not to mail the letter until arriving at Marseilles, so
the readers know that Avery has succeeded in returning to Europe.
The narrator closes his tale by revealing his future plans of living "in
some inland town, where, as they have perhaps no notion of the sea,
so they will not be inquisitive after us" (90). The choice of such a quiet,
idyllic life serves as a renunciation of the active, ambitious life of the
pirate. Defoe has contained the criminal by giving him the opportunity
to keep some of his riches and live quietly in seclusion. Avery still is in
seclusion, not in England, merely in Europe. England still has the
power to exclude the patriotic pirate, at least in print.
Even when authors depict England as not excluding the pirate,
they refuse the pirate reintegration, setting up conditions that ban him
from mainstream society. like Avery in Kin^ Defoe's Captain
Singleton is capable of being satiated and is willing to leave off piracy
when he has enough money. He also, like Avery, wishes to return the
stolen goods to their proper owners. While Singleton can no more do
so without putting a noose around his neck than Avery can, there is an
important difference: Defoe allows Singleton to return to England so
that his capital is partially reclaimed by his country. Yet Singleton
relinquishes his identity as Englishman in order to live safely in
civilization so that, in some ways, he appears more English as a pirate
than as a landlubber in England. The novel plays with this notion more
so than the other texts, asking what it means to be English from the
time that William first proposes that the pirates have enough wealth to
quit piracy and live comfortably at home. The conversation that
follows between the two is worth careful consideration since it calls
into question English identity:
"Well, William, said I, but now you think you have laid your
Preliminary at first so home, that I should have nothing to say; that is,
that when I had got Money enough, it would be natural to think of
going Home; but you have not explained what you mean by Home, and
there you and I shall differ. Why, Man, I am at Home, here is my
Habitation, I never had any other in my life time; I was a kind of
Charity School-Boy, so that I can have no Desire of going any where
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for being rich or poor, for I have no where to go."
"Why, says William, looking confused, art not thou an English
man? Yes, says I, I think so, you see I speak English; but I came out of
England a Child, and never was in it but once since I was a Man, and
then I was cheated and imposed upon, and used so ill, that I care not
if I never see it more."*'
WTiile other texts such as Ufe and Adventures and The Successful If rate
present the desire to go home as a natural one. Singleton turns this
desire on its head by conceding that such an emotion may be natural
but that the object of desire is not so obvious. Singleton wants to
know what William means by home. The unquestioned, though
temporarily forgotten, national feelings that tie the other pirates to
home mean nothing to Singleton, who is more at home on the
uncivihzed Madagascar or on his pirate ship. He even defines being an
Englishman merely as speaking English, which is not innate or natural
at all but simply a skill to be learned by anyone and ironic given King
George's lack of proficiency in English. It is the one common thread
that he shares with fellow Englishmen since, as he tells William in the
same conversation, he has no acquaintances, friends, or relatives in
England about whom he cares. Though Singleton marks language as
the one trait that makes him English, never speaking the language again
in public becomes one of four conditions he requires of William for the
two to return to England and the one that William comments he will
find the hardest to meet. The only people with whom WilUam and
Singleton can speak English and appear English, since another
condition is wearing the clothing and beards of Greeks, are each other
and William's sister, later Singleton's wife. The return to England
requires incredible isolation and the rejection of aU outward signs of
Englishness.
Though Singleton claims that to be English is merely to speak
English, the conclusion of the novel indicates otherwise. To feel ties to
home one must be bound to the land via relationships with other
English at home. Upon contacting William's sister and resolving to go
to her. Singleton's language begins to change; he now uses the word
home in reference to England when explaining he dare not "go Home

" Daniel Defoe, TheUfe, Adventures, and 'grades of the Famous Captain Singleton (London, Oxford
University Press, 1969) 2S6-S1.
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to my own Country, lest some of my Comrades stroled Home should
see and detect me"(276). His priorities shift as well since he feels that
by helping William's sister, "I should purchase something of a Refuge
for my self, and a kind of a Centre, to which I should tend in my future
Actions; for really a Man that has a Subsistance, and no Residence, no
Place that has a Magnetick Influence upon his Affections, is in one of
the most odd uneasy Conditions in the World; nor is it in the Power of
all his Money to make it up to him" (276). This records a definite
change in Singleton since he previously expressed himself at ease with
the homeless status of pirate. The social ties that the pirate renounces
in the legal definitions of piracy are exactly what define someone as
English then. Only these ties, not costume or language, reform the
pirate and bring him home. It is only after expanding his commitment
from William to his sister in England that Singleton expresses any
national feeling. Perhaps this is what Woodes Rogers recognizes in his
Valentine's Day toast to the fair ladies of Bristol. And yet, though he
is allowed to return with his riches, Singleton is banned from main
stream society. While other critics read Singleton's return to England
as complete, I believe we must make note of the distance between him
and his fellow countrymen. He is firmly entrenched in English
domestic space, but he is effectively excluded from public space as an
Englishman; he is contained, denied affinity with the majority of his
fellow British subjects.^
The last two narratives that I will discuss show most explicitly
England's power to exclude because both depict the pirates' returns to
home as not motivated by national feeling but by the desire to enjoy or
further their riches. The accounts that allow the return of national
feeling and perhaps to home for pirates devote at least some space to
the pirates' turn to piracy, usually detailing some extenuating circum
stances, though never going so far as to excuse their actions, l^e and
Adventures blames Avery's wife and father-in-law for making him
renounce humankind since they duped him into marrying the already
" Turley also sees Sin^eton as isolated, but others disagree. John Richetti writes, "The formal
devotional construction of the narrative and Sin^eton's repentance act as the necessary
ideological balance to the piracy... .The daemonic energies of the pirate have led to domestic and
suburban identity" (91). See PtpularFiOion Be/en BichardsoniNarmtivt Pattmu 1700-1739(Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1969). Paula Backsheider reads Singleton's return to England as ending "the
most complete psychological and physical isolation of any ei^teenth-century character" (168).
See Daniel Defoe: Ambition and Innovation (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1986).
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pregnant farmer's daughter and out of his setdement. The Succesrful
Pjrate begins the action long after the founding of the pirate colony, but
Arviragus' most loyal man calls him "a Britton...my Fellow Sub
ject—^Now he is my Prince—^His Country, his Friends and his Mistress,
in his Youth, all us'd him with the utmost Ingratitude for the most
faithful Services" (2). In The King of the Pirates, Avery is rescued by
pirates and somewhat reluctantly joins them, and Captain Singleton
concentrates on the hardships of Singleton's youth that lead him into
bad company.
The last reworking of Avery's life, the first chapter of General
Histo^, which overtly states its purpose as debunking previous tales
about him, makes no such excuses since its implicit purpose is to
punish the pirate and return his wealth to his country. In this version,
Avery actively plots to turn pirate, convincing the men on board ship
to mutiny with him and taking the drunk captain by surprise, "cooly"
telling him he may join their ranks if he will "turn sober" (52). The
captain's alcoholism and the lack of effort required by Avery in the
mutiny support Defoe's characteri2ation of Avery as "a Fellow of more
Cunning, than Courage" (50). Avery's absence of emotion represents
his lack of morals and struggle with his conscience. He is a bold
criminal taking advantage of his captain's weakness, as he later does to
his men. In this account, Avery never establishes a colony at all since
he tricks his men into putting all the treasure onto his ship and sails
away with no intention of returning to Madagascar, where he only
briefly landed previously. He is never king of the pirates or honest
sailor, never a colonist who wishes to compensate his country, never
one who inspires any loyalty, and never a strong leader. He is a
thorough criminal, willing to betray his men, desiring only personal
wealth, and exhibiting rampant, greedy individualism. Avery returns
home merely because he feels he will be found out in New England
since his wealth is in diamonds. Because Avery must convert his
wealth, he relies on some merchants to trade his diamonds for cash, but
the merchants cheat Avery, never giving him the promised money, and
he dies destitute "not beingworth as much as would buy him a Coffin"
(57). Defoe then spends the rest of the chapter discussing Avery's men
on Madagascar so that this most written about pirate is dismissed early
from his own story. Defoe introduces the chapter on Avery with great
reluctance noting, "No doubt, but the Reader wiU have a Curiosity of
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knowing what became of this Man, and what were the tme Grounds of
so many false Reports concerning him; therefore, I shall, in as brief a
Manner as I can, give his History" (50). By the time Defoe published
the first volume of General History in 1724, piracy had become an
intolerable, serious threat to Great Britain and much had been done to
eliminate it, including punishing accomplices. The last version of
Avery's story reflects this change in attitude from a more tolerant, even
romantic, version of his story. Just as the state cracked down on piracy,
so does this last representation of Avery, obliterating any sympathy and
ultimately burying the pirate.
Defoe's 1725 pamphlet
of the Conduct and Proceedings of
the Pirate Gow also concentrates less on the pirate than on the ability of
one loyal, landed gentlemen who protects his home and is able to
thwart the pirates' designs, though he is gready outnumbered. Defoe
plays up the theme of nationalism through contrasting the greed and
disloyalty of the pirates, who are destroyed, with the bravery and
success of one Mr. Fea, a Scottish gentleman. Like the accounts about
Avery, this one chronicles the turn to piracy, with Defoe repeating
several times that Gow planned to introduce mutiny before ever
boarding the ship and had attempted to turn pirate previously. While
Gow teUs the men the mutiny is "a noble opportunity they had of
enriching themselves, and makingtheir fortunes," Defoe undercuts this
by detailing the bloody and cruel killing of four crewmen as the men
take over the ship, undermining any sympathy for Gow (290).^'
Knowing that the last ship they took will alert the authorities to their
presence off the coast of Portugal, Gow proposes returning to his
home, Scotland, to attack coastal villages for plunder if no ships offer
an opportunity. Once there, Gow's ship runs aground thanks to the
tide mnning rapidly in those islands. Gow sends to Mr. Fea, a
gentleman of his acquaintance, for a boat to help, but Fea orders his
boat to be sunk and the masts hidden so Gow will not know he had a
boat that could have helped. When five pirates come on shore to meet
with Fea, he invites them to have a drink and orders his people to hide
the oars, mast and sails of the pirate boat, leaving the men stranded on
land. Fea and his small band of men then trick and capture the

Daniel Defoe, Advtntuns of O^tmn Join Gow. The JfTorAr of Daniel Defoe volume 16 (New York:
George D. Sproul, 1904) 279-343.
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drinking pitates, send word to all the gentlemen on the neighboring
island, burn fires on the hills as a warning to all the countryside, and tell
everyone to stay away from the pirate ship as well as drag all boats as
far on shore as possible to avoid the pirates taking them. Recognizing
their helplessness, the pirates put out the white flag to surrender,
though they still hope to escape. Gow tries several ploys to outsmart
Fea, including sending a letter to him claiming, "My design in coming
was to make the country better, which I am still capable to do,
providing you are just to me" (324) and one to Mrs. Fea pleading, "he
was their countryman" (326). The genuinely loyal Fea, with the help of
the disloyal, captured Gow, tricks the pirates one by one into coming
off of the ship until they are all prisoners. Defoe interjects throughout
about how the pirates easily could have avoided capture if they had
looked to escaping and their own survival instead of attempting to
enrich themselves further. He attributes the eventual hanging of the
pirates to the "vigilance and courage of Mr. Fea," who refused to
abandon his home, and repeatedly calls the pirates stupid and blind.
Defoe declares with some smugness, "It was indeed a most agreeable
sight to see such a crew of desperate fellows so tamely surrender to a
few almost naked countrymen and to see them so circumvented by one
gendeman that they were rendered quite useless to themselves and to
their own deliverance" (339). The armed and fierce but disloyal pirates
are easily defeated by their "naked countrymen" and Mr. Fea, who are
motivated by love of home.
Pirates forced Britons to ask themselves uncomfortable questions
about national identity, especially given the connections between
colonialism, privateering, and piracy that appear in works about Avery.
What made a subject British, especially when he no longer occupied the
British mainland, or when he lived in Great Britain but outside of
England, such as in Scodand, and appeared to have very litde in
common with fellow Britons in England? Why did some absent
subjects forget their ties to home while others remained loyal? Written
accounts about piracy attempt to answer these questions while
reassuring their readers that the ties to nation, though temporarily
forgotten, still remain or can be rekindled. And when because of his
unnatural lack of feeling the pirate truly abandoned his country,
accounts emphasize the ability of English society to punish and
exclude—to keep the beast at bay. Pirates showed fissures in the effort
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to create a national identity, but these stories work to eliminate them,
sometimes erasing the pirates from their own stories in the process.

